BUYERS BEWARE
ASSUME YOUR CONVERSATIONS ARE BEING RECORDED IN THE HOUSE
This could potentially compromise your negotiation power. Also refrain from
posting your thoughts on social media!

IT IS POSSIBLE TO FIND WHAT YOU WANT, THE FIRST DAY LOOKING!

Hey, it happens. Sometimes, 1st time is the charm, sometimes, 9th time is the charm,
there is no rhyme or reason!

TRY TO ACT AS FAST AS YOU CAN IF YOU LIKE A HOME

It's a seller's market. The market moves so fast and often, if you don't act fast, you may not
get to act.

THE "PERFECT HOUSE" AT THE "PERFECT TIME"

It's a big decision, but don't overthink it too much. Inventory is limited, income might
not change, saving is often difficult. Try to acknowledge the 80/10/10 rule! The home has 80%
of what you want, 10% of things you can change, and 10% of things you can live with.

AVOID HAVING YOUR CREDIT REPORT RUN

This lowers your credit score; you'll need your credit and your savings in this purchase!

CONSIDER A HOME WARRANTY AND GET A HOME INSPECTION
It's a big purchase, don't forget to cross your t's and dot your i's!

YOUR LIFE ISN'T A HOME REMODELING SHOW

A lot of those "let's flip this for a gazillion and a half dollars" homes don't really exist.
Many of those shows are scripted. So, find a house you like!

AVOID TALKING TO SELLERS WITHOUT YOUR AGENT

Hey, don't lose your negotation partner. We're on your side and we will work to get you the
best deal. This avoids any foot-in-mouth scenarios!

GIVE US A LIST OF YOUR MUST HAVES

We want to know what you like, what you don't like, and what you can deal with.
Think 80/10/10.

WE'RE YOUR AGENT. THAT MEANS...

Don't contact other agents you see on For Sale signs. That makes things messy...Notify us of
any open houses you would like to attend.

AVOID LAST MINUTE CANCELLATIONS
We get it, life happens. But try hard not to have any last minute appointment
cancellations. The homeowners prepared for your visit.
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